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ADVICE! Let’s 
hear it...

May 4, 2018

DEAR ANONYMOUS ADVISORS- I’m 
thinking about joining in on a school 
club next year, but I’m nervous and 
don’t know how to juggle a full 
calendar.

Dear Mr. Empty Schedule-- I don’t know 
how to explain this to you, but you’re 
just going to have to suck it up and 
figure out how to live life. I can give you 
some tips, however.  Make sure you don’t 
have a prior engagement that day, but if 
your schedule is really that empty, I 
don’t think you’ll have to worry  about. 
Another thing to consider is that you 
can’t use your involvement as an excuse. 
Put first things first, as the 7 Habits 
say. Follow these tips and maybe, just 
maybe you can’t figure out  how to move 
out of the period in your life where you 
have no life.

Be sure to check out the back 
article:

Pros and Cons of Each 
Grade of Middle 
School! :)

Why Suckers?
Suckers were sold in the middle 
school twice this year. This is 
the biggest fundraiser for 
Student Council. They are still 
looking for ideas for what YOU 
would like to see in our school. 

Upcoming Dates:

May 7- Library Books Due
May 17- Awards Assembly
May 18-Last Day of School 

Thank you for reading our 
newspaper. We hope you have 
enjoyed what we have 
published. 

Have a great summer!
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SEVENTH GRADE

Seventh grade isn't that bad. Such as, if you 
are allowed to pick if you want to do art or 
choir for your 5th hour rotation if you 
aren’t in band. Also, the full sized lockers 
that you get all to yourself are amazing! 
Lunch in 7th grade gives your the possibility 
of first shift. Plus, our side of the gym is 
better. 
There are some bad things though. For 
example, you learn a lot of new things that 
can be challenging. Take math, for one, 
inequalities and angles are something new 
that take time to think. Who wants to do 
that? It also stinks that we are in the middle. 
Not the oldest and not the youngest. 

EIGHTH GRADE
Finally! The good things about 8th 

grade are  that you get to go to the 8th 
grade dance. Also you get to have your own 
lokers (small as they may be). You are also 
back on the top of the food chain and not  a 
shrimp.
Eighth grade is full of things to look 
forward to, but there are some drawbacks. 
More MAP testing and that means more 
homework and expectations, which most 
people do not enjoy. Teachers expect more, 
and younger students look up to you. On 
top of this, the thing most people hate most 
is the small lockers, but this is no reason 
to hate eighth grade!

Have you ever wondered what the pros and cons 
were in each grade? Maybe you have now lived 
them all, or maybe you still have a few to go. 
Here are a few of the thoughts that our writers 
have about each grade. 

SIXTH GRADE
The bad things about middle school is that 
some people have to share a locker and DRAMA. 
Drama is the worst thing ever. Has anybody 
come up to you and said “ Hey I like drama!”? I 
doubt it. Some other things about middle 
school that are bad not having enough time to 
socialize with friends in the halls and at lunch. 

Good things about sixth grade in sixth grade 
you get lockers, you get a longer lunch time, 
You have Middle school week. In Middle school 
week you can do things like: pick a country like 
Zimbabwe, do mathlete vs. athlete, red, white, 
and blue, pajama day, wear country color’s of 
your country that you choose.


